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MAGNETIC
EDUCATIONAL
SUSTAINABLE



Magnetism lies at the 

very heart of Geomag, 

facilitating building, 

encouraging exploration and 

creativity and allowing us to produce fun and stimulating 

platforms that reinforce positive learning.

Our vocation at Geomagworld is to encourage 

learning through play with our magnetic 

construction platforms and the magic of 

invisible forces.

Inspiration comes directly from 

teachers who spontaneously over 

the years have used Geomag 

products as teaching tools, creating 

a unique educational experience.

MAGNETIC BUILDING 

BLOCKS



GEOMAG BOX

POWERFUL MAGNETS

Since our toys 

are focused on the 

healthy development 

of our children, we feel 

equally responsible for the health and future of the 

environment that our children are growing up in.

These new lines use

selected recycled raw 

materials, thus minimising

the use of natural resources 

and cutting waste.

We have improved the 

quality of our magnets 

and designed a practical 

storage box made of 

100% recycled plastic.
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EDUCATIONAL

MAGNETIC

06

04

Products

IN-STORE MATERIALS

ONE MAGNETIC WORLD, THREE PLATFORMS, ALL AGES

SUSTAINABLE

94

10

12

18

36

08

LEARNING SETS

ADVANCED BUILDING

46

68
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THE ORIGINAL MAGNETIC  
CONSTRUCTION TOYS
SINCE 1998

In 1998 we invented the first magnetic construction toy:

simple elements, such as rods and spheres, are held together 

by a magical force of  attraction to build amazing structures.

Magnetism is key to our philosophy of play and learn.

All our products are made in Switzerland
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Our fun, challenging and engaging play 

platforms aim to create enthusiastic learners.

Creative and imaginative play for all ages, 

encouraging logical thinking and 

stimulating resourceful solutions.

Hands-on activities that 

perfect fine motor skills and 

hand-eye coordination as 

well as concentration.

PLAY AND 
LEARN

Fun activities that help 

literacy and numeracy in 

young kids.
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Playing together is fundamental as kids 

develop communication and social skills, 

such as turn taking, sharing and 

problem solving.

STEAM learning - our natural partner.

An interdisciplinary approach to science, technology, engineering, 

art and mathematics so that kids learn to apply this knowledge to real-

life experiences.

Our products have been awarded the STEM TM certification 

by stem.org.
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QUALITY 
EDUCATION

GENDER 
EQUALITY

AGENDA 2030 - OUR SDGS

How can we spend time caring about the healthy 

development of children and not be responsible for the 

health and future of the environment they live in?

The answer is: we can't!

For this reason Geomag has made sustainability and social 

responsibility the two pillars of our company philosophy.

Geomag has always cared about the 

development and education of children, as 

demonstrated by our Geomagworld Education and 

School Heroes projects. The School Heroes play a key role 

in social and educational projects aimed at promoting the 

healthy growth and education of all the girls and boys and 

the development of their personal potential.

Geomag offers equal opportunities regardless of 

gender, and our social projects  promote female 

empowerment. 
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DECENT WORK 
AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH

RESPONSIBLE 
PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION

LIFE 
BELOW 
WATER

The word work must be associated with  

well-being, growth, respect and equality. Since 

2013 Geomag has collaborated with a Swiss prison 

to support the rehabilitation process of inmates. 

Geomag has embraced the philosophy of the circular economy. 

Our Classic, Mechanics and Magicube lines currently use 

recycled plastics. Our packaging is also made with over 70% recycled materials and our 

production process uses 100% renewable energy. 

Geomag collaborated with Lifegate by 

sponsoring the installation of a Seabin 

in Italy in the Ligurian Sea. The Geomag 

production process minimizes the 

dispersion of microplastics. 



In 1998 Geomag invented the Magnetic Construction Toy.  

Starting out with the original Classic construction system with its 

magnetic rods and metal spheres, Geomag has now developed 3 

platforms, designed around the magic, simplicity and strength of 

magnets, all with different play activities that cater to all types of 

intelligence and sensibility. 

Although each Geomag magnetic construction platform has its own 

age target, we have developed products for all ages. 

Finally, we have completed our transition to sustainability with the 

use of recycled plastics for all three of our platforms! 

MARKETING TOOLS

LIFESTYLE IMAGES 

EDITORIAL VIDEOS 

TUTORIAL VIDEOS

TVC 

PRESS RELEASES 

EVENTS KITS, PLAY AREAS AND POPs

ONE MAGNETIC 

WORLD, THREE 

PLATFORMS,  

ALL AGES
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Magicube is the new range of Geomagworld products that has revolutionised the Junior 

Construction category. This innovative toy is a building system made up of magnetic cubes 

that attach to each other on all six sides. By harnessing the invisible and magical properties 

of magnetism, children can give free rein to their imagination as they build colourful 3D 

models. 

Just playing with a few cubes, even the youngest of children begin to develop their first 

manual skills. Our new Magicube Recycled collection with 100% recycled plastic has the 

same bright colours and high quality standards as all our original Geomag sets.

TARGET AGE 1 – 7 

MAGNETIC CUBES AND SHAPES 

ROTATING MAGNETS THAT ALWAYS CONNECT 

DEVELOP FIRST MANUAL SKILLS 

STEM 

EDUCATIONAL 

LET THE MAGIC IN!
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16 16 16 16

FOR AGES

1-5

Yet another step forward for our revolutionary magnetic construction system 

Magicube: building blocks made from 100% recycled plastic.

Powerful magnets and our unique "click", quality materials, strong constructions, 

great colours: 100% Geomag!

Even our transparent packaging is 80% regenerated PET. Further detailed 

information found on the packaging.

CRYSTAL 64

Item 057

64 Pcs

CRYSTAL 24

Item 056

24 Pcs

Awards

CRYSTAL 8

Item 054

8 Pcs

CRYSTAL 16

Item 055

16 Pcs

4 44 4

FULL COLOR

2 22 2

6 66 6

Awards
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FOR AGES

1-5

FULL COLOR TRY ME

4 44 4

TRY ME 16

 Item 067

 16 Pcs

2 22 2

TRY ME 8

 Item 062

 8 Pcs

The Try Me line not only offers you the opportunity to actually try out the 

magnetism in Magicube, but invites you into the world of constructions 

made with our magnetic cubes, all by Geomag.

Our new cubes are made with 100% recycled plastic, ensuring the 

construction toy world is even more respectful of our planet.
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FOR AGES

1-5

6 66 6

16 1616 16

TRY ME 64

Item 069

64 Pcs

TRY ME 24

Item 068

24 Pcs

FULL COLOR TRY ME
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1 1 2 2

3 33

STARTER SET 6

Item 200

6 Pcs

ANIMALS 9

Item   

9 Pcs

1 21 2

FOR AGES

1-5

Awards

What started out as the original Magicube system has now become a world 

of magnetic building blocks with the addition of three new shapes: the half 

cube, quarter circle and half sphere.

The construction possibilities are boundless and your imagination will fly 

higher and higher! Characters, animals, structures: you will be surprised how 

many things you can invent.

But there is more: our desire to create a new magnetic world has gone as 

far as building vehicles with actual wheels that magnetically attach to the 

blocks. A simple, magical system, just like all our magnetic constructions at 

Geomag.

SHAPES
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2 22 1 22 2

WHEELS 13

Item 202

13 Pcs

8 46 1 22 2

LITTLE WORLD 25

Item 204

25 Pcs

NEW
Awards

SHAPES

FOR AGES

1-5

Awards



With Geomag Classic, you can build endless 3D structures, thanks to the magical forces 

of magnetism, unleashing creativity and imagination as you play. The magnetic rods, steel 

spheres and panels of different shapes form the magnetic construction system that has 

made the brand famous all over the world. The Classic range consists of different product 

lines (Color, Panels, Rainbow, Spin, Glitter, Pink, Glow) that, thanks to the panels and 

different colours, allow you to create bigger and more stable structures, stimulating your 

curiosity and imagination. Our new Classic Recycled collection with 100% recycled plastic 

has the same bright colours and high quality standards as all our original Geomag sets.

TARGET AGE 3 – 99

MAGNETIC RODS, STEEL SPHERES AND CLICK-IN PANELS

STEM 

ENDLESS 2D/3D STRUCTURES

IMPROVES CONCENTRATION

100% RECYCLED PLASTIC 

LET YOUR IMAGINATION FLY!



1919

Toys for  
future 

2020 Trend
Nuremberg Toy fair

1212 1

STORAGE BOX

FOR AGES

3-99

The highest standards of environmental sustainability for Geomag’s Classic 

magnetic construction system.

Magnetic rods, panels and the bases made using 100% recycled plastic.

Powerful magnets, quality materials, strong constructions, great colours: 

100% Geomag.

Yet another amazing novelty: our new storage box, a practical, durable 

pocket-sized box for the rods and spheres – naturally in 100% recycled 

plastic.

Our cardboard boxes also have a high percentage of recycled materials.

Further detailed information found on the packaging.

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Classic Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

CLASSIC 25

Item 275

25 Pcs

CLASSIC
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2828 2

CLASSIC 60

Item 272

60 Pcs

STORAGE BOX

2020 11

CLASSIC 42

Item 271

42 Pcs

2

Awards

Awards

FOR AGES

3-99

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Classic Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

CLASSIC
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4444 32

6868 33

FOR AGES

3-99

STORAGE BOX
GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Classic Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

CLASSIC 93

Item 273

93 Pcs

CLASSIC 142

Item 274

142 Pcs

CLASSIC
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1616 810 2

STORAGE BOX

2028 1216 2

FOR AGES

5-99

Awards

We have taken advantage of the production of our new “green” panels to 

refresh their design with a cleaner and more appealing finish. We know that 

the panels, in addition to giving structure to Geomag constructions, are used 

to colour your models so you will be truly amazed by the quality of the 

colours of our new recycled plastics!

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Classic Panels Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the 

colours,  pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

CLASSIC PANELS 52

 Item 471

 52 Pcs

CLASSIC PANELS

CLASSIC PANELS 78

Item 472

78 Pcs
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3636 1224 6

23

STORAGE BOX

Awards

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Classic Panels Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the 

colours,  pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

CLASSIC PANELS 114

Item 473

114 Pcs

CLASSIC PANELS
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STORAGE BOX

FOR AGES

5-99

6 5

SUPERCOLOR BLISTER

Item 376

15 Pcs

4

NEW

SUPERCOLOR DISPLAY

Item 375

20 Pcs

NEW

The Geomag Classic 100% Recycled line dedicated to everyone who wants 

to play with an explosion of colours. The Geomag recycled plastics used 

for the rods, panels and bases work so well with their perfect colours 

delighting even the most demanding of creative spirits.

What’s more, the practical storage boxes to keep the rods and spheres in 

neatly, as well as always with you, are made of recycled plastic.

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Supercolor Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!
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STORAGE BOX

8 212 12 1

1 120 20

NEW

SUPERCOLOR  42

Item 383

42 Pcs

FOR AGES

3-99

FOR AGES

5-99

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Supercolor Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

SUPERCOLOR PANELS 35

Item 377

35 Pcs
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STORAGE BOX

NEW

SUPERCOLOR 60

Item 384

60 Pcs

FOR AGES

3-99

2 228 28

10 8 216 16

FOR AGES

5-99
Awards

SUPERCOLOR PANELS 52

Item 378

52 Pcs

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Supercolor Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!
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STORAGE BOX

16 12 228 20

SUPERCOLOR PANELS 78

Item 379

78 Pcs

FOR AGES

5-99

Awards

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Supercolor Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!
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96144 5272 24

STORAGE BOX

Item 192

388 Pcs

Item 191

388 Pcs

96144 5272 24

CLASSIC PANELS WARM 388

CLASSIC PANELS COLD 388

FOR AGES

3-99

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Classic Panels Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the 

colours,  pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

CLASSIC PANELS
MASTERBOX
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STORAGE BOX

Item 193

388 Pcs

72 52 24144 96

SUPERCOLOR PANELS 388

FOR AGES

3-99

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Supercolor Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

MASTERBOX
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STORAGE BOX

FOR AGES

3-99

8 28

NEW

GLITTER 22

Item 534

22 Pcs

4

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Classic Glitter Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the 

colours,  pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

The super-stylish  Glitter line dedicated to fans of sparkly colours is now 

in 100% recycled plastic. Keep the beautiful glitter storage box on you, it 

will be the envy of all your friends. 
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STORAGE BOX

28 228 2

12 212 8 1

NEW

GLITTER 35

Item 535

35 Pcs

GLITTER 60

Item 536

60 Pcs

FOR AGES

3-99

NEW

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Classic Glitter Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the 

colours,  pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!
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STORAGE BOX

FOR AGES

3-99

GLOW RECYCLED 25

Item 328

25 Pcs

12 112

GLOW RECYCLED 42

Item 329

42 Pcs

NEW

NEW

20 120 1

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Glow Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

Watch your Geomag models light up at night thanks to the GLOW effect of 

natural materials that capture and return the sunlight. And you can keep your 

Geomag Glow on you thanks to the handy storage box.
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STORAGE BOX

GLOW RECYCLED 60

Item 338

60 Pcs

NEW

FOR AGES

3-99

28 228 2

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Glow Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!
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FOR AGES

5-99

E-MOTION BLISTER

Item 028

9 Pcs

E-MOTION DISPLAY

Item 029

20 Pcs

NEW

NEW

3 3 1 1 1

Use the strength and energy of the Geomag magnets and spheres to build 

crazy spinning tops and suspended models that will spin for ages.  Put your 

building and spinning skills  to the test with these sets! 
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STORAGE BOX

NEW

E-MOTION 32

Item 038

32 Pcs

FOR AGES

5-99

12 12 2 2 2 1 1

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Classic E-Motion Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the 

colours,  pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!



Mechanics is the construction platform that combines the forces of magnetism with a world 

of mechanical construction, to stimulate creativity, inventiveness and ingenuity. In addition to 

the classic magnetic rods and steel spheres, Geomag Mechanics adds mechanical elements 

within the constructions, expanding the play possibilities: some parts of the structures are 

able to rotate, triggering chain reactions from the magnetic attraction and repulsion. In 2018 

the innovative Mechanics Gravity platform was launched, consisting of a series of incredible 

solutions that harness the forces of gravity and magnetism and set the Mechanics models in 

motion.

TARGET AGE 7 – 14 

MECHANICAL ELEMENTS WITHIN THE CONSTRUCTIONS

CHAIN REACTIONS FROM THE MAGNETIC ATTRACTION 

FUN TO BUILD AND PLAY WITH

STEM

RECYCLED PLASTIC 

GRAVITY & MAGNETIC MOTION
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Item 763

130 Pcs

Item 760

67 Pcs

GRAVITY RACE TRACK

GRAVITY LOOPS & TURNS

FOR AGES

8+

76%

74%

Awards

Playing with Geomag means understanding and mastering the invisible forces 

of nature. With the help of Geomag magnets, you will learn to use gravity to 

turn your own magical motor, running the spheres up and down the track, 

all built by you. Collect the Mechanics Gravity line and the laws of physics 

will have no more secrets for you!
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Item 764

183 Pcs

GRAVITY VERTICAL MOTOR
90%

FOR AGES

8+
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Item 765

207 Pcs

GRAVITY ELEVATOR CIRCUIT
86%

FOR AGES

8+

Awards
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LOOPS & TURNS 

#763

RACE TRACK 

#760

ELEVATOR CIRCUIT 

#765

RACE TRACK 

#760

+

+

Combine different boxes and build bigger circuits! 

Use your ingenuity to come up with new creations! 

Build the circuits and connect them with max 3 moves! 

Each building set can be combined with the rest of the  

Gravity line, for an endless play experience! 
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STORAGE BOX

Item 767

96 Pcs

MOTION MAGNETIC GEARS
80%

FOR AGES

7+

Item 766

35 Pcs

MOTION MAGNETIC COMPASS
100%

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Mechanics Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

Geomag has reproduced the famous ball bearing invented by Leonardo Da 

Vinci, to set in motion our original line of Classic magnetic constructions 

with a totally new play platform. Build your amazing Geomag models on 

top of the ball bearings and use the repelling forces of the magnets to 

magically create movement, with no contact. The laws of mechanics will 

no longer have any secrets!
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STORAGE BOX

Item 768

160 Pcs

MOTION MAGNETIC GEARS
80%

FOR AGES

7+

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in all the new Mechanics Recycled line sets. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  

pocket-sized and sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!
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CHALLENGECHALLENGE

Item 778

96 Pcs

CHALLENGE GOAL!

FOR AGES

7+

The redesigned version of Geomag Mechanics ready for you to challenge 

friends in a game of speed, precision and strategy! 

Build your own pitch: once you discover the secrets of magnetism and 

gravity, you will have no rivals. 
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Item 779

185 Pcs

CHALLENGE STRIKE!NEW

90%

CHALLENGECHALLENGE

FOR AGES

7+
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SCREEN-FREE
activity for kids

Although construction toys are by their very nature educational, 

Geomag has developed a range of sets designed to help master 

greater skills and expertise. We have added specific content to our 

play platforms, thanks to years of collaboration with both teachers 

and families.  

The STEM certification awarded by Stem.org  

is an endorsement which Geomag is  

particularly proud of. 
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FOR AGES

3+

NEW

NEW

From years of experience with schools all over the world, we have created 

a line of products for learning by playing at home using Magicube. Our 

magnetic cubes form the basic 2D and 3D structures and from there, kids 

can enter the world of mathematics and language. With the Theatre set, we 

stage the much-loved fairy tale "The Three Little Pigs".

My first math set

Mon premier jeu de mathématiques

Mi primer set de matemáticas

16 45

10 45

MATH BUILDING 55

Item 256

55 Pcs

MATH BUILDING 61

Item 257

61 Pcs
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FOR AGES

3+

10 45

WORD BUILDING 55

Item 258

55 Pcs

NEW

NEW

My first 100 words

Mis primeras 100 palabras

Mes 100 premiers mots

16 63

MULTILINGUAL CLIPS

WORD BUILDING 79

Item 259

79 Pcs
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NEW

STORY BUILDING 42

Item 118

42 Pcs

10 31 1

FOR AGES

3+
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=

=

MATCH CHARACTERS  

WITH COLORS

MATCH OBJECTS  

WITH COLORS

MATCH CHARACTERS 

WITH THEIR OBJECTS 

OTHER  

SCENES

PEPPA PIG 32

Item 051

32 Pcs

WORK IN 

PROGRESS
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ANIMAL FRIENDS

Item 132

7 Pcs

Awards

FOR AGES

11/2+

43

34

FRUIT

Item 131

7 Pcs

3 4

INSECTS 

Item 121

7 Pcs

Awards
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FOR AGES

11/2+

SEA ANIMALS

Item 146

11 Pcs

8 3

3 6

JUNGLE ANIMALS

Item 145

9 Pcs

FOR AGES

1-5

4 3

TRANSPORT

Item 122

7 Pcs
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FOR AGES

1-5

SPORTS

Item 111

3 Pcs

JOBS

Item 112

3 Pcs

3

3

MIX & MATCH SIDEKICK

Item 986

30 Pcs
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OCEAN ANIMALS

Item 113

3 Pcs
3

SAVANNA ANIMALS

Item 109

3 Pcs
3

ANIMALS

Item 110

3 Pcs
3

FOR AGES

1-5
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The Magicube sets stimulate creative free building from as young 

as six months. The magnetic cubes encourage children to build as 

the cubes attach on all six sides.

Our new magnetic Shapes, with the half cube, quarter circle and 

half sphere, are an exciting addition to this building system.

With Magicube, children develop visual and manual skills, playing 

and learning at the same time. The “magic” of magnetism is an 

exciting discovery and fun, easy building with the cubes ensures 

reward and results.

BUILD YOUR  

OWN PLAY AREA WITH  

OUR SOFT CUBES
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3248 816 8 8 8

FULL COLOR BULK 128

Item 158

128 Pcs

BULK SHAPES 128

Item 211

128 Pcs

SHAPES

FOR AGES

1-5

FULL COLOR

32 32 32 32

FOR AGES

1-5

Yet another step forward for our 

revolutionary magnetic construction system 

Magicube: building blocks made from 

100% recycled plastic. Our Free Building 

sets contain cubes in 4 different colours 

and “magically” attach on all six sides, 

ensuring easy, creative and fun 3D building. 

Perfect for use in all child-care facilities.

This large set of Magicube Shapes 

includes actual wheels that magnetically 

attach to the blocks. There are a wide range 

of construction possibilities, from animals 

and characters to endless structures.
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THE MAGICUBE BOX

Item 120

30 Pcs

30

+

This box of 30 Magicubes cubes forms the 

basis of the “Building” education projects. 

The magnetic cubes stimulate creativity and 

manual skills as you build in 3D. 

Expand the play activities by adding any of 

the sets of clips, from Story Building to 

Math and Word Building.
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Item 231

144 Pcs

143 1

135 1

140 1

FOR AGES

3+

CLIP SET 

THE THREE LITTLE PIGS

CLIP SET 

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK

or

or

Item 232

136 Pcs

CLIP SET  

NURSERY RHYMES

Item 233

141 Pcs

The Story Building sets contain a rich assortment of clips for the pupils to build the story with and a booklet 

with the tale and a selection of illustrated scenes, as examples of how to enjoy building with the cubes and 

clips, as well as suggested questions to ask the pupils. Suitable for preschool and primary school.
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THE MAGICUBE BOX

Item 120

30 Pcs

30

+

This box of 30 Magicubes cubes forms the 

basis of the “Building” education projects. 

The magnetic cubes stimulate creativity and 

manual skills as you build in 3D. 

Expand the play activities by adding any of 

the sets of clips, from Story Building to 

Math and Word Building.
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Item 235

151 Pcs

150 1

Item 234

176 Pcs

175 1

FOR AGES

3+

CLIP SET WORD BUILDING

CLIP SET MATH BUILDING

or

The Math Building set contains a rich 

assortment of clips with numbers, dots and 

symbols on them and a booklet with 

illustrated examples for pupils to reinforce 

their numeracy skills, number and symbol 

recognition and first calculations. Suitable 

for preschool and primary school.

The Word Building set contains a rich 

assortment of letters and picture clips for 

pupils to build their first words and a 

booklet with illustrated examples.  

This set is for English mother-tongue 

learners. Suitable for preschool and primary 

school.
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80 90 32 32 4 6 20 20

My task is to construct...

Resources:

1

Teacher Assessment:

Solve problems using angle properties of polygons. 
Can the pupil recognise relationships between nets 
and 3D shapes?

Questions to consider:

1. How many angles can you identify on this shape?
2. What do you notice about the angles?
3. Predict what the net of this shape will be?
4. Now, dismantle the shape to reveal if you were 
correct in your prediction?

8 spheres, 12 rods, 6 squares

My task is to construct...

Teacher Assessment:

To develop the pupil’s knowledge and understanding 
of constructing three-dimensional shapes.

10 spheres, 24 rods

Questions to consider:

1. Can you describe what you have made? 
2. What else could you make just using these tools? 
3. How many different shapes can you identify?

Resources:

1

FOR AGES

5+

Item 236

284 Pcs

GEOMETRY LAB SMALL

All the sets contain magnetic rods, steel spheres, 

plastic panels and activity cards/booklet. There are 

3 different sizes: small (4 pupils), medium (10/12 

pupils) and large (20/24 pupils).

Pupils can experiment with 2D and 3D geometrical 

shapes, building, transforming, discussing and 

working on STEM projects as suggested in the 

booklet. Suitable for primary schools.

Our “Classic” platform creates a treasure trove of activities that 

translate classroom explanations into real-life applications. The 

sets are an effective tool for uniting the class as the students build 

and experiment, as well as encouraging a hands-on creative 

approach to learning. The Geomag Education “LAB” sets come in 

convenient box sets with a rich assortment of contents. They are 

ideal for both individual and group work, offering a series of 

STEM activities that stimulate students to work together, ask 

questions, propose ideas, generate and test solutions.
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My task is to construct...

Resources:

1

Teacher Assessment:

Solve problems using angle properties of polygons. 
Can the pupil recognise relationships between nets 
and 3D shapes?

Questions to consider:

1. How many angles can you identify on this shape?
2. What do you notice about the angles?
3. Predict what the net of this shape will be?
4. Now, dismantle the shape to reveal if you were 
correct in your prediction?

8 spheres, 12 rods, 6 squares

My task is to construct...

Teacher Assessment:

To develop the pupil’s knowledge and understanding 
of constructing three-dimensional shapes.

10 spheres, 24 rods

Questions to consider:

1. Can you describe what you have made? 
2. What else could you make just using these tools? 
3. How many different shapes can you identify?

Resources:

1

Item 237

778 Pcs

GEOMETRY LAB MEDIUM

Item 238

1439 Pcs

GEOMETRY LAB LARGE

1

1168 266 140 120 40 3 20 20

My task is to construct...

Resources:

1

Teacher Assessment:

Solve problems using angle properties of polygons. 
Can the pupil recognise relationships between nets 
and 3D shapes?

Questions to consider:

1. How many angles can you identify on this shape?
2. What do you notice about the angles?
3. Predict what the net of this shape will be?
4. Now, dismantle the shape to reveal if you were 
correct in your prediction?

8 spheres, 12 rods, 6 squares

My task is to construct...

Teacher Assessment:

To develop the pupil’s knowledge and understanding 
of constructing three-dimensional shapes.

10 spheres, 24 rods

Questions to consider:

1. Can you describe what you have made? 
2. What else could you make just using these tools? 
3. How many different shapes can you identify?

Resources:

1
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FOR AGES

10+

In the Science LAB small recycled set, 

pupils are introduced to the basic concept 

of magnetic polarities. They then tailor the 

polarities to create controlled magnetic 

reactions and drive motion before 

progressively tackling more challenging 

tasks. Science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics (STEM) are woven into this 

stimulating and truly innovative set, which 

includes a set of progressive cards with 

practical demonstrations and tasks.

Each set is for 4 pupils.

Suitable for secondary schools

Mechanics is the construction platform that combines the forces 

of magnetism with a world of mechanical construction, to 

stimulate creativity, inventiveness and ingenuity. In addition to the 

classic magnetic rods and steel spheres, Geomag Mechanics 

adds mechanical elements within the constructions, expanding 

the play possibilities: some parts of the structures are able to 

rotate, triggering chain reactions from the magnetic attraction and 

repulsion.
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56 60 4 6 916 16 20 426 3 4 4

Item 239

246 Pcs

SCIENCE LAB 

SMALL RECYCLED
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FOR AGES

8-99

Geomag Pro-L is the evolution of the original Geomag 

magnetic construction system. Designed for those who love a 

challenge, the Pro-L line allows you to create more complex 

models and structures thanks to the greater strength of the 

magnets. 

We have built-in visible polarity indicators on each rod, 

which means you can grasp the full potential of magnetism 

and build more quickly, pushing the boundaries of the laws 

of physics.

The classroom version for working together

on great constructions, experimenting the

challenges of the forces that keep structures

together as well as the science of magnetism.

Suitable for secondary schools
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528 264 280 240 80

Item 230

1392 Pcs

PRO-L LAB LARGE



Creativity meets the magnetic construction toy. Geomag, with these 

product lines dedicated to creative emotion, adds the "A" of "art" 

to STEM to make truly STEAM sets. Magnetic constructions with a 

strong aesthetic, which are fruit of the imagination of our designers 

as well as numerous eclectic artists who have contacted us over the 

years in search of new expressive opportunities. 
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FOR AGES

1-99

ART BUILDING 64

Item 129

64 Pcs

ART BUILDING 27

Item 128

27 Pcs
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You are never too young or too old to 

play: everyone is invited to take part in 

the contest and you can be sure of a 

surprise or two.

Bold architectural shapes and 

perspectives, abstract forms, fictional 

characters, plays on colour, illusionism. 

Experiment, try and try again: you won’t 

tire of the magic and simplicity of these 

magnetic cubes!

Magicube, the magnetic cube construction 

system, in its version with 6 different 

coloured sides - to give maximum 

expression to your creativity. Sophisticated 

combinations of shapes and colours 

continually challenge your creativity and your 

friends’. The most beautiful model can be 

put on display in your living room until the 

next time you play: who will be the next 

artist to win the creativity contest? 
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CUBE ART 25

Item 058

25 Pcs

NEW

Thanks to sophisticated digital printing technology on plastic, the Magicube 

cubes can be decorated as if they were a simple sheet of white paper. 

As a result, the Geomag designers have been able to enrich the play activities 

with boundless creativity, adding fun and stimulating themes and characters. 

Artists around the world have also recognised the creative potential of this 

artistic technique and have asked Geomag to create beautiful 2D and 3D 

works.  

www.geomagcubeart.com
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Try to visualize the strangest and most 

beautiful characters and animals and 

recreate their faces, expressions and 

profiles with our Magicube Mask cubes. 

Guaranteed results! We look forward to 

seeing your designs. 

Building fanciful images has never been 

easier and more fun than with our Magicube 

Mask magnetic cubes. 

You will be so surprised at how many 

wonderful faces and funny expressions you 

can create with the geometric patterns 

invented by our designers,  purposefully 

crafted to put no limits on your creativity. 
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Geomag Pro-L is the evolution of the original Geomag magnetic construction system. 

Designed for those who love a challenge, the Pro-L line allows you to create more 

complex models and structures thanks to the greater strength of the magnets. 

We have built-in visible polarity indicators on each rod, which means you can grasp 

the full potential of magnetism and build more quickly, pushing the boundaries of the 

laws of physics.

STRONGER MAGNETS

VISIBLE POLARITY INDICATOR 

BIGGER AND MORE COMPLEX MODELS

STEM 

GROW UP TOGETHER
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FOR AGES

8+

PRO-L COMPASS 

DISPLAY

Item 015

20 Units

3 4

PRO-L COMPASS 

SIDEKICK

Item 981

90 Units

PRO-L COMPASS

Item 016

7 Pcs
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6 8

FOR AGES

8+

PRO-L FIDGET 

DISPLAY

Item 021

20 Units

 

PRO-L FIDGET

Item 020

14 pcs
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POCKET SET

Item 040

53 Pcs

POCKET SET 

JUST PANELS

Item 041

20 Pcs

12 6

FOR AGES

8+

POCKET SET 

DISPLAY

Item 039

18 Units
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FOR AGES

8+

Awards

17 15 10 6 2

PRO-L 50

Item 022

50 Pcs

26 20 14 12 3

PRO-L 75

Item 023

75 Pcs
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Awards

FOR AGES

8+

PRO-L 110

Item 024

110 Pcs

36 30 20 18 6



STORAGE BOX

80

FOR AGES

3-99

PRO-L MASTERBOX

Item 194

388 Pcs

GEOMAG BOX, ALWAYS WITH YOU

Now you can have Geomag rods and spheres with you all the time and keep everything 

neat after playing. The new boxes produced with 100% recycled plastics are available 

in the Pro-L Masterbox. Transparent  so you can see the colours,  pocket-sized and 

sturdy so you can have it with you whenever!

144 96 72 52 24
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60 48 30 24 12

FOR AGES

8+

SKYLINE NEW YORK

Item 027

174 Pcs


